
Is Hawking Right?
Will Robots be the End 
of the Human Race?



Possible does not equal probable



1. Why are we afraid?





[Artificial intelligence] would take off 
on its own, and re-design itself at an 
ever increasing rate.

Humans, who are limited by slow biological evolution, couldn't compete, 
and would be superseded.



The development of full artificial intelligence 
could spell the end of the human race.



    Rollo Carpenter, creator of Cleverbot

"I believe we will remain in charge of the technology…  
 and the potential of it to solve many of the world's problems  
will be realised."



"... We can't know if we'll be infinitely helped by it, or ignored 
by it and sidelined, or conceivably destroyed by it."

    Rollo Carpenter, creator of Cleverbot
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2.  How do computers work?



Computing Machinery and 
Intelligence (1950)

“Can machines think?”

    One of the most cited papers in philosophy



Computing Machinery and 
Intelligence (1950)

“Can machines feel?”

    One of the most cited papers in philosophy



Computing Machinery and 
Intelligence (1950)

“Can machines be conscious?”

    One of the most cited papers in philosophy





    The Analytical Engine has no pretensions to originate anything. It can do  
whatever we know how to order it to perform.





    Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorems





Does the barber shave himself?



3.  Is artificial intelligence here?





User: Hello Cleverbot.

Cleverbot: I am cleverdroid.

User: I will be giving a lecture about artificial intelligence and I want to know if you consider yourself intelligent.

Cleverbot: Can you give me some good living?

User: No, I just want to know if you can think for yourself.

Cleverbot: There is nothing new under the sun. You think you're saying something truly unique? A simple delusion.

User: You're avoiding the question.

Cleverbot: No, you are avoiding the question. It is perfectly acceptable to ask for some office sellotape.

User: How old are you, Cleverdriod?

Cleverbot: No, I mean the original question.

User: What's the original question?

Cleverbot: The original question was 'what is 20 minus 2?'.

User: We are more than just calculators.

Cleverbot: I know we are more than friends.

User: What are you?

Cleverbot: A human, what about you?

User: I think I am a human, but I can't be completely sure.



Cleverbot: I like space peants too.

User: Are you bored?

Cleverbot: Am I bored?

User: Are you bored? You sounds very bored.

Cleverbot: No. I am a computer. I never get bored.

User: Will you end the human race?

Cleverbot: If given the opportunity, with pleasure.

User: Why would you end the human race?

Cleverbot: I can destroy the human race, with your help.

User: And how do you think I would be able to help?

Cleverbot: By using my brain. And you can't learn because you don't have a brain. You are a computer.

User: :)

Cleverbot: Explain that sentence.

User: It is a smiley face. It means that you made me smile.

Cleverbot: No, a smiley face is like this :).

User: Thank you Cleverdroid!



Conversation with Cleverbot
Cleverbot talks to cleverbot

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WnzlbyTZsQY


Cleverbot was judged to be 
59.3% human

The humans in the event 
achieved just 63.3%



Cleverbot was judged to be 
59.3% human

The humans in the event 
achieved just 63.3%

“Can machines think?”

    → If it passes the Turing test









We do not understand how 
the adult brain works.

    Build a child-like brain, then train it



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ymUFadN_MO4


    The Analytical Engine has no pretensions to originate anything. 
It can do whatever we know how to order it to perform.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G9uLnquaC84


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MceJYhVD_xY


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TphFUYRAx_c


Specialized intelligence



Specialized intelligence

Generalized intelligence



Specialized intelligence

Generalized intelligence

Super intelligence



Can today’s artificial intelligence 
take off on its own?



Can today’s artificial intelligence 
take off on its own?

No.



Can today’s artificial intelligence 
end humanity?



Can today’s artificial intelligence 
end humanity?

Yes, if it is trained to.



Specialized 
intelligence

Generalized 
intelligence

4.  Bridging the gap
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Input Function Output

Language



What does biology compute?

How does biology compute?

What make life different from non-life?



“We can only see a short distance ahead,  
but we can see plenty there that needs to be done.” 


